
 

C i t y  o f  Ta l en t  
Archi tectura l  Review Committee 

Public Meeting 
Tuesday, January 8, 2019 – 6:00 PM  
Talent Town Hall, 206 East Main Street 

A G E N D A  

Note: This agenda and the entire agenda packet, including staff reports, referenced documents, resolutions 
and ordinances are posted on the City of Talent website (www.cityoftalent.org) in advance of each meeting. 
In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this 
meeting, please contact TTY phone number 1-800-735-2900 for English and for Spanish please contact TTY  
phone number 1-800-735-3896.  
 

The City of Talent is an Equal Opportunity Provider 
 

 
The Planning Commission of the City of Talent will meet in as the Architectural Review Committee on 
Tuesday, January 8, 2019 at 6:00 P.M. in the Talent Town Hall, 206 E. Main Street.  
The meeting location is accessible to persons with disabilities. A request for an interpreter for the hearing 
impaired, or for other accommodations for persons with disabilities, should be made at least 48 hours in 
advance of the meeting to the City Recorder at 541-535-1566, ext. 1012. 
The Planning Commission reserves the right to add or delete items as needed, change the order of the 
agenda, and discuss any other business deemed necessary at the time of the study session and/or meeting. 
 
I. Call to Order/Roll Call 
 
II. 211 Gibson Street (file no. ARC 2018-004) 

Applicant............................................... Garry Wood 
 

Proposal ................................................ Residential Exterior Remodel  
 

Requested Action .............................. After review and discussion, the Committee is requested 
to make a recommendation to Community Development Staff. 

 
Expected Time .................................... 30 minutes 
 

III. Adjournment 



 
 
 

 
   
 

Architectural Review Agenda Report 
  

 
Meeting Date: January 8, 2019 Primary Staff Contact: Zac Moody 
Department: Community Development E-Mail: zmoody@cityoftalent.org 
Staff Recommendation: See Below Estimated Time: 15 minutes 

 
ISSUE BEFORE THE COMMISSION  
Architectural Review Recommendation – ARC 2018-004 
 
BACKGROUND  
On October 31, 2018, the owner of 211 Gibson Street submitted a residential architectural review 
application seeking approval for exterior alterations to the existing dwelling.      
 
The City Council has directed Staff to bring all Type 1 or Type 2 architectural review applications to the 
Planning Commission for recommendation to Staff.  Applications for additions or remodels of residential 
structures is a Type 1 review.  Staff is seeking a recommendation from the Planning Commission in its 
advisory role on Architectural Review for the attached application. 
 
The following standards shall be used as part of the land use approval process when new development 
or exterior renovations are proposed in the Old Town Design District. Applicants shall demonstrate 
compliance with the design standards in order for the review body to approve the proposal.  All standards 
related to this review can be found in the Talent Zoning Code in Section 8-3K.  The photo below shows 
the existing structure and the attached plans from the applicant provide details of the proposed exterior 
changes and finishes, including siding, trim and other architectural elements.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
   
 

 
 
8-3K.140 RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES 
 
Standard 1:  Volume & Mass 
 

1. Verticality: Buildings shall have a generally vertical character or are composed of a primary 
vertical element surrounded by more horizontally aligned wings.  

2. Complexity: Single large volumes are prohibited. Total area shall be contained within a 
minimum of two intersecting volumes as seen from the street, of which the garage is not foremost 
(as illustrated in Figure 140–1). A separate porch roof meets the requirement. 8-3K.1 Design 
Standards–Old Town Design District page K-13 Zoning Code  

3. Height: No building may be greater than 2½ stories or 35 feet in overall height (measured to 
tallest ridge or coping point). Major roof ridges shall be no lower than 16 feet in height. [Note: 
this lower limit is designed to encourage steeper gables as opposed to low-pitched roof forms]. 

 
Standard is not applicable.  No changes to the existing building footprint or building height are being 
proposed at this time.   
 

4. Context. This standard regulates the massing of new structures relative to their surroundings. 
The objective is to establish similar “street presence” by adjusting setbacks and coverage to 
better resemble neighboring structures. The context standards follow: 

 a.  Front Setback: New residential structures will have the same front setback as the average of 
the front setbacks of existing structures on same side of the street within the same block or 
200 feet, whichever is less. 

 
Standard is not applicable.  No changes to the existing building footprint or building height are being 
proposed at this time.   
 
Standard 2:  Roof Forms 
 

1. Pitch: Roof pitches of less than 6/12 for gables are prohibited. 
3. Approved Materials: 

asphalt shingle 
 

    Prohibited (when in view of a public street right-of-way): (1) metal roofing (Exemptions 
permitted per 120(C)) (2) concrete tile roofing (3) hot-mopped asphalt (4) terra cotta tiles and 
other non-historic materials, unless documented as historically an element of the design. 

 
Standard is met.  The roof pitch of existing dwelling is not changing with this proposal.  No metal 
roofing, concrete tile, hot-mopped asphalt or terra cotta tiles are proposed.  Asphalt shingles will be used 
for the roofing material on the proposed window extension.   
 
  



 
 
 

 
   
 

Standard 3:  Siding/Exterior Cladding 
 
1. Permitted exterior materials: 

a. Horizontal wood siding, maximum 8” exposed to weather.  Smaller exposure of 6” or less is 
encouraged.  Concrete or manufactured wood-based materials are acceptable under this Standard. This 
includes so-called “Cottage Siding” of wide panels scored to form multiple horizontal lines. Applicants 
are strongly encouraged to use smooth surfaces, not “rustic” or exposed wood grain pattern materials, 
which are ’not consistent with historic building materials.  

b. Wood Shingle siding (painted shingles are preferred, with a maximum 12” to weather). 

c. Board-and-batten vertical wood siding, painted 

Standard is met.  The request is to remove the 9” horizontal siding and replace it with cedar shingles 
on the existing gables and board and batten siding around the front and side of the dwelling.  As proposed, 
the exterior would also include a stringcourse between the cedar shingles and board and batten.  The 
foundation will include stucco as allowed for foundation cladding.  As a condition of approval, cedar 
shingles shall be installed with a maximum 12” to weather and board and batten vertical wood siding 
shall be painted.  Paint colors are not regulated but should be of earth tones or treated with a natural stain 
or sealant.    
 
Standard 4:  Trim & Architectural Detailing 
 

All residential construction shall employ at least four (4) of the following elements to meet this 
Standard:  
1.  Watertable or decorative foundation treatments (including stucco)  
2. Corner boards  
3.  Eave Returns  
4.  Stringcourse or other horizontal trim at plate or story levels  
5.  Eave brackets or support elements  
6.  Raking cornice or bargeboards  
7.  Decorative projecting rafter tails  
8.  Decorative gable end wall details, including change of materials (shingle bands), decorative 

venting, eave compass features and similar elements  
9.  Cornice-level frieze. 
 

Standard is met.  The proposed east facing projection includes decorative eave brackets, while the gable 
includes two options for decorative venting.   The proposal also includes treating the foundation with 
stucco and adding a stringcourse between the cedar shingles and board and batten vertical siding.     
 
Standard 5:  Openings 
 
Doors and windows form the “eyes” and “mouth” of a building and play a significant role in forming 
its character. 
 

140(E): Windows 
 



 
 
 

 
   
 

1. Verticality: All windows will be vertically oriented with a width-to-height ratio of 1.5 to 
2, or greater (e.g., a 24” wide window must be a minimum 36” tall).  

3. Prohibited window types: 
a. Fixed pane windows (when not within a grouping, as in 140(E)(2d), above). 
b. Horizontal slider windows (when visible from the public right-of-way).  

 
Standard is met.  The request is for the addition of an exterior projection which includes the original 
vinyl horizontal sliding window as suggested in Section 8-3K.120 (Remodeling of Existing Structures).  
Although prohibited in new construction, the proposal is to move the existing non-conforming window 
forward 12” to accommodate the new exterior projection.  A modification of the window trim was not 
included with the proposal but shall meet the standards.  Since the window trim will be removed to 
accommodate the new siding types and the exterior offset, the windows shall be trimmed with a 
projecting sill and apron and shall include a side and head casing that sits no less than ½” proud of the 
surrounding wall surface.  Trim mounted in plane with siding is not permitted and trim mounted atop siding is not 
recommended. 
 
Standard 6:  Porches & Entrances 
 

1. Depth: Projecting or recessed porches shall be a minimum of six (6) feet deep. Projecting 
covered stoops should be a minimum of three (3) feet deep.  

2. Width: Projecting or recessed porches should be a minimum of ten (10) feet wide or 25% of the 
primary facade width, whichever is the lesser. Projecting covered stoops should be a minimum 
of five (5) feet wide. 

3. Supports: To assure appropriate visual weight for the design, vertical porch supports shall have 
a “base” of no less than six (6) inches square in finished dimension from floor level to a minimum 
32” height. Upper posts shall be no less than four (4) inches square.  

a.  Base features may be of boxed wood, brick, stone, true stucco, or other materials 
that reflect a support structure. The use of projecting “caps” or sills is 
encouraged at the transition between the base and column.  

b.  When the entire support post is a minimum of six (6) inches square no base feature 
is required.  

c.  Projecting covered stoops, with no full-height vert 
 

Standard is not applicable.  No new porches or entrances are being proposed as part of this request.   
 
Standard 7:  Landscape, Fencing & Perimeter Definition 
 
Fencing or other edge-defining perimeter features, including the use of landscape materials, are traditional 
elements in Talent’s residential areas. Please refer to Article 8-3J.4 for applicable landscaping standards and 
requirements. In addition to those provisions, such features within the Old Town Area shall also comply with the 
following Standards to maintain the area’s character. 

Standard is not applicable.  The request is the for modification of the existing exterior materials and 
architectural elements.  No fences are proposed as part of this request.   
  



 
 
 

 
   
 

Standard 8:  Additions to Existing Buildings include standard even if it doesn’t apply 
 
1. Compatibility: Additions to existing buildings will continue the existing character of the building or will 

be a reversion to the documented original character in scale, design, and exterior materials. The 
creation of non-documented elements outside the traditional vernacular character, such as towers, 
turrets, elaborate surface decoration and similar “earlying-up,” is prohibited. 

2. Attachment: Additions should be discernable as such and be clearly differentiated from the original 
portion of the structure by being offset from the original volume a minimum of four (4) inches. This is in 
order to document the sequence of construction. An exception to this standard is allowed for the 
reconstruction of previously existing volumes that can be documented through physical or archival 
evidence. 

Standard is met.  The request is for the modification of the existing exterior materials and addition of 
additional architectural elements (offsets) that enhance the front elevation of the building and are 
consistent with the scale, design and exterior materials found on the adjacent properties.  The exterior 
offset is clearly differentiated by more than 4” from the original portion of the structure providing an 
offset from the original volume (consistent with Section 8-3K.140(A) – Volume and Mass)  
 
RECOMMENDATION 
Staff is seeking a recommendation from the Planning Commission for the proposed exterior 
modifications.  Considering the submittals by the applicant and site visits from the City, Staff believes 
the proposed exterior modifications meet the requirements as referenced above with the following 
conditions of approval: 
 

1) Cedar shingles shall be installed with a maximum 12” to weather and board and batten 
vertical wood siding shall be painted.  Paint colors are not regulated but should be of earth 
tones or treated with a natural stain or sealant.    

 
2) Windows shall be trimmed with a projecting sill and apron and shall include a side and 

head casing that sits no less than ½” proud of the surrounding wall surface. Additionally, trim 
mounted in plane with siding is not permitted and trim mounted atop siding is not recommended. 

 
RELATED COMMISSION POLICIES 
None 
  
POTENTIAL MOTIONS 
“I recommend that the proposed architectural review application, file ARC 2018-004 be approved by 
the Community Development Director as proposed.” 
 
ATTACHMENT 
Remodeling Design Review Application  
Proposed Elevation 
 



.ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMITTEE 

CITY OF TALENT 

REMODELING 
DESIGN REVIEW 

SITE ADDRESS: 2 /I GI E'>S6N 

DATE SUBMITTED: /{)/ 3./ / f'i{ 
t I 

D SUBMITTED WITH FIVE (5) SETS OF PLANS 

SHOWING ALL ELEVATIONS, SITE PLAN, AND 
ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS (REDUCED PLANS ARE 
PREFERRED: 11" X 17" OR 8Y," X 11") 

Design Review. ~ 
~ 

FOR COMMITTEE USE ONLY: 

Planning file no. ft/!.<!- /?,.-C0'-1 
Date Reviewed: 

---~--

TALNO. P S 

NC(H) 

TARC REVIEW RESULT: 

D Plans accepted 

c 
NH-NC 

0 Plans accepted with changes a~ noted 

O Plans NOT accepted 

., 

SUBMITTED BY: ZPROPERTY OWNER 0 REPRESENTATIVE OF PROPERTY OWNER 
l 

PRoPERTYOWNER's NAME: GA,<:.I:Y L 1 f CR.1S7/AIA (, W0t0v 
' 

MAILING ADDRESS: 2-JI G18so,111 ST, i ]Ale:rJT 
1 

O& 975j0 
DAYTIME PHONE: 360-7 75 -77¥ 3 OTHER PHONE:-------

FAX: E-MAIL:st;Jocy;/&x_g,s(£ (ff11A1Lco~ 

PROPERTY OWNER'S REPRESENTATIVE (I.E., PERSON ATTENDING REVIEW MEETING): 

NAME: BUSINESS: 

BUSINESS ADDRESS: -----------------------
DAYTIME PHONE: OTHER PHONE: -------- --------
FAX:. 
--~~~~-- ~-MA)L: -----~---~·--~ .. -~-.. ~·-·~ .. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF REMODELING PROJECT: 
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STAFF USE ONLY 

Fee ---

Remodeling review form 

Rec'd --- Rec'd by --- Date __ _ 
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ARCHI1ECTURAL REVIEW COMMITTEE 
CITY QF TALE NT 

Design fuvicw • 

PLEASE DESCRIBE SPECIFIC CHANGES, MODIFICATIONS, OR REPLACEMENTS BE MADE TO THE 
EXISTING STRUCTURE: 

D CHIMNEY:------------------'----~-----

D TRIM: -~-------------7"'--------~-
flf\c-/ 

JJOIJvCOtJF01t ... ,,.,-:J,'f»w1rn CLJ;JFQ'l!.M11(j S,n:)JAlj MflT~Al 

D ROOFING:---------------------------

D GUTIERS: ------------'--,----------------

D GARAGE: _· ---------~-----------------,---

D PpRCH: ______ ____....:.-,-~------------------

PLEASE INDICATE IF THE BUILDING IS CLASSIFIED BY THE CITY AS ONE OF THE FOLLOWING (IF 
UNSURE, PLEASE ASK CITY PLANNER OR REVIEW COMMITIEE CHAIR): 

D DESIGNATED CITY LANDMARK (T ALNO ------

.. ·o . NATIONAL REGISTER'OFl'llSTORlC'PlACESi (YEA1Ul5TED: ·--------) 

II 
D LISTED ON TALENT'S "SURVEY OF HISTORICAL/CULTURAL RESOURCES" (PLEASE INDICATE 

RANKING BELOW): 

. D PRIMARY; TALNO ____ _ 

· D NON-CONTRIBUTING (H), TAtNo -----

0 SECONQARY, T~LN0_~~--

0 !'JON-1-jlSTORIC NON-CONTRIBUTING,, TALNO -~---

D CONTRIBUTING, T ALNO~· -----

Remodeling review form 

' " 
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ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW COMMITTEE 

CITY OF TALENT 
Design Review ~ 
~ 

Review form 

Standard 1: Original Elements 

A. Doors 

B. Windows 

C. Chimneys 

D. Skylights 

E. Gutters 

for Committee 
use only 

M - Meets stds. 
NM-Nearly 
meets stds. 
OM-Does not 
meet stds. 

M NM DM 

M NM DM 

M NM DM 

M NM DM 

M NM DM 

-~· Architectural Ele~ M NM OM 

---------

/ 

G. Siding 

H. Weatherization & Energy 
Conservation 

Remodeling review form 

M NM OM 

M NM OM 

Applicant's narrative for existing buildings 

In the spaces directly below, please explain details of 
how your submitted plans meet each Old Town Design 
Standard unqer Section 1, "Remodeling Existing 
Structures,' even if already shown on plans. Address 
only those items that you plan to change from the 
existjng structure, specifying changes in size, materials 
or locations. Be sure to refer to the Old Town Design 
Standards when planning your project and completing · 
this, part of the form. 
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ARCHITECWRAL REVIEW COMMITTEE 

CITY OF TALENT 

Standard 2: Front-Facing 
Presentation M NM DM 

A. Skylights 

B. Roof vents M NM DM 

C. Plumbing vents M NM DM 

REVIEWER'S ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: 

---- NOTE·-oN·APPtlCA1tlL1'1Y 

Design ReView ., . . 
1910 ' 

' 

Except in specific situations noted in the full set of Standards, Standards shall apply equally 
to all projects with the Old Town District . 

• . \. i • . . • ' , 

Appli<0_~nts seeking,varia~ce fro\TI these Siand.ards must demonstrate to the review body that 
compliance Would result in· an unne~essary and unavoidable hardship. Variances from the 
Stand?rds will nQt.be ~llowed. unless.such ha~d~hip'is adequately demonstrated and proven . . . ' ' . 

by the applicant. 

These stand<jrds applyto exterlo; renovatio~s ~ffecting mor~ than 25 percent of the exterior 
, ' •. ! ' j • 

visible.from the public right-of-way. , 

In addition, the Old Town District Design Standards shall supersede the applicable 
standards in the "Residential Development Standards" (Ordinance No. 458) when applied 
·10 new construction in the Old Town District. 

Remodeling review form Page4 of 4 
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